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This complete, standalone, fantasy roleplaying game takes your fantasy campaigns to new heights

of adventure! Backward-compatible with 3.5 fantasy rules but offering new solutions and options

that place it firmly on the cutting edge, the Pathfinder RPG is the culmination of the largest open

public playtest in RPG history. The Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook includes: revised

rules for the classic seven fantasy RPG races; updated options for the 11 core classes; a

streamlined skill system that makes things easier for players and GMs; a host of new and familiar

feats, including innovative combat feats and item creation rules; new equipment; additional combat

options; overhauled rules for domains, familiars, bonded items, specialty schools, and more; dozens

of new and revised spells; updated rules for NPCs, including quick-generation rules; new rules for

curses, diseases, and poisons; a completely overhauled experience system with options for slow,

medium, and fast advancement; hundreds and hundreds of magic items... and much, much more!
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I finally stopped leeching off the various online resources (d20PFSRD, Archives of Nethys, etc.) and

bought myself a copy of the CRB. I was very pleasantly surprised by the quality. The binding is the

best I have seen for any book in my collection -- not just RPG books, I mean ALL my books. I felt

like I was flipping pages from a beloved and well-worn tome I had owned for years. Of course, the

print quality is top notch, and the information within is exhaustive and organized in a naturally

intuitive manner. This, I think, will be the first of many Pathfinder volumes to be added to my shelf.



After getting the Beginner's Box, we were all hyped up for more. We're ready to try some new

adventures and campaign settings, as well as have more in depth characters! I love the detail it

includes for the classes and races, among other things, getting you a step further into the Pathfinder

experience without throwing you all the information of the advanced guides. Everyone is excited to

get going!

Using the 3.5 OGL system, the Pathfinder Core Rulebook is fairly comprehensive in presenting the

rules of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. Though I can imagine how this would intimidate a

beginner in the game (the Pathfinder Beginner Box is best for newbie players and GMs), it does

present the rules in the old-school systematic way, beginning with an overview of RPGs, a glossary

of common terms, character creation (with each major step as choosing a race and class presented

in detail in its own chapter), gameplay, and material for the gamemaster. What I find personally

helpful are the running heads that provide the chapter number and the content, making jumping

from chapter to chapter quicker.The only downside to this book is that it is a large and literally heavy

book. At 575 pages hardbound by sturdy covers, it is pretty hefty. I suppose the size and weight is

the price one pays for having everything one needs to play crammed in one volume (compared to

D&D's three core books). With the sixth printing, I'm hoping that it's stitch-binding has solved the

issue of pages falling from the binding that one reviewer pointed out.

This will be a short review, but a positive one. This book is like a D20 Player's Handbook on

steroids. I loved the D20 system, consider it the pinnacle of gaming rules (and I've been at it since

Chainmail...), and I was saddened by the horrible edition of D&D that replaced it. This goes back to

the basic D20 rules, gives you the classes, the spells, the feats, the skills, the items, all you need to

kick off a campaign. I say it is the PHB on steroids because it also includes many of the rules that

you'd find in a DMG as well. All that's missing is monsters. If you want a great fantasy game, want

to suppliment your D20 stuff, or just want to replace the D20 without buying decade old used books,

Pathfinder is the way to go. Great art, great rules, well written, sturdy book (though the pages are a

bit thin and don't seem like they will wear well).

Unlike other game systems that make the player buy other core books to have their animal

companions or magic items. This book comes with it all. it has great examples to explain some of

the tricker rules.



I've been playing D&D and other RPGs for 25 years or so. Paizo puts out some great quality stuff.

I've mainly stuck with 2nd Ed. but some friends got my into the 3/3.5 stuff and we've been running

with that for a few years. My latest gaming group wanted to play Pathfinder so we picked up these

books. Can't say anything bad about it. Its great. Its nice that they combined a players handbook

and dm guide into one book.I know it sounds silly except to those of you that know, but this is a high

quality printing and has "that smell" when you open it.

Some great stuff but a lot of superfluous rules-bloat. The Wounded rules and alternate Unchained

classes are very good but I found the rest of the book containing a lot of unnecessary material. All in

all, its a 4-lb. book that is just that much more weight to carry to your next game. My advice is to

photocopy the dozen or so pages you need and leave the rest at home.

Fantastic book. Binding and quality of materials are excellent.
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